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Inflamation

Hypoestrogenemia

Opposite walls





Hypoxia, infection and inflammation* 



* There are no data from any comparative analysis of these classification systems

* Adhesions should be classified as prognosis is correlated with severity of adhesions



*Amenorrhea

*Inability visualiation of the upper uterine cavity
and ostia

*Presence of tuberculosis

*Developed secondary to surgery

Poor prognosis







ATROPHY ASHERMAN

Disparity between stroma and glands

Non physiologic combination?

Secretorial arrest

*Decidualized stroma
*Simple glands



Biological pathway ?



Treatment Targets

*Restoration of normal cavity

*Enhancement of wound healing

*Restoration of endometrial function

*Prevention of recurrences (30-60%)





• L/S à 8.7%

• Usg à1.9%

• No guidanceà 5.3%

Perforation 





§ RCT?

§ Heterogenity of the patients (different classification systems)

§ Comparison of surgical techniques?



§ Mechanical division of adhesions by scissors

No additoinal thermal damage*

§ Monopolar and bipolar electrosurgical instruments

§ Nd-YAG laser

Precise cutting and good hemostasis

Further endometrial damage

* None of these techniques has been compared with any other

/ Energy may destroy otherwise healthy endometrium



§ The basic principle involves beginning adhesiolysis in a caudad to cephalad
manner. 

§ The filmy and central cavity adhesions are taken down first to enable cavity
distension. 

* The more lateral the adhesions and the greater their density, the more difficult the
dissection and the greater the risk of complications such as uterine perforation
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* Recurrence rate following hysteroscopic lysis varies based on the initial
adhesion burden

§ Catheter  vs  IUD

§ Atrophia due to pressure !

§ Risk of infection (%8)

§ Pain *The use of an IUD or catheter appears to reduce the rate of  reformation

*There are limited data regarding subsequent fertility outcomes



3 cycles





No superior effect of the high dosage was demonstrated

3 cycles

*Varying regimes

Dose?

Route?

Timing?

Induction of endometrial growth



Semi solid barriers such as hyaluronic acid and autocross-linked
hyaluronic acid gel reduce adhesion reformation





Refractory AS should consist in patients with no clinical
improvement (infertility) after the diagnosis and
complete treatment with the gold standard procedure
(hysteroscopy)

*Bone marrow derived stem cell

*Amniotic membrane (Amniograft)

*PRP



§ Recognize true AS 

§ Specialized centers/Surgical approach***

§ More focus on prevention

§ Secretorial Arrest/Spontaneus Endometrial reactivation after adhesiolysis*

§ We need basic science to understand the local regulation of endometrium




